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nation. It is all too significant that about the greater half no observer
troubled except those who for one reason or another believed in
"the Red peril."
In the ranks of the centre and left parties there was anger,,
excitement, apprehension, but that was all. With the exception
of the Centrum the centre parties had to all intents and purposes
ceased to exist, and the Centrum itself, despite its confessional
power, had ceased to have power to influence events; the scornful
rejection of the implications of its qualified alliance with National
Socialism had reduced it to that impotence which the thought of
alliance had richly earned. The feud which its leadership was
conducting with Papen over Bruening's fall had by now ceased
to touch the average party man very deeply. The real strength of
the Centrum's opposition had been drawn from South Germany,,
and even there, although intense suspicion of "Bismarckism" still
existed, Papen's vague plans for the abolition of the Prusso-Reich
dualism and for greater constitutional independence for the
federal states had made a certain impression, while Papen, him-
self a Centrist, had a shrewd suspicion, if no more, that if he won
a victory the Centrists would revert very quickly to supporting the
holders of power—on terms. They were by nature a government
party and in them Liberal democracy could find only a feeble
champion. Their record during the election campaign bore out
his view. There was, of course, no doubt that there would be, as
a result of it, just as great a majority against Papen as on
September 12. The only concern therefore for the Centrist
leadership was to prevent Papen from detaching a solid mass of
votes from that majority; they must, in other words, foil any
attempt on his part to bring Hitler over and divert any inclination
on Hitler's part towards an accommodation. They even sought to
rally a party front. On October 17 Kaas delivered a slashing
attack on the government, ending by declaring that the Centrum
seriously and honestly extended a hand to any party willing
seriously and honestly to co-operate with it in the creation of an
emergency majority bloc. The implications were obvious. Although
the offer was general—the Centrum always was catholic; it
despised no support—it could be directed only to the National

